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(IOn April 27, 1979, a new feature was introduced into the CEC prograrli at the

57th Annual Conventionin Dallas,.Texas. The Statesmen's Rovildtable, as it

was called, consisted of papers being presented, followed by discussion among

CEC presidents acid Wallin Award recipients.
NA1/4

PREFAcE.

The session was so popular that'it has, been continued. For the ttird
time, 4 paper was presented that dealt with issues-of concern to CEC as an
organization and to the field of special education in general.

_ On April 16, 1981, in New York City, the site-of CEC's 59th Annual Con-
vention, Dr. James Gallagher delivered an address on accountability. Those

participating on the panel included the following 14 individuals:

SamuelAC. Ashcroft Professor of Special Education and,Director of
Graduate Studies, George Peabody College for Teachers, .

Vanderbilt Un4ersity, _President - 1970-1971.
1 /

Jack W. Birch Professor, Schodi of Education, University of Pitts-

burgh. President - 1960-1961.
,

4

Frances P. Connor Chairman, Department of Special-Education, TeacJrs
College, Columbia University. President 1963 - 1964.(

Jack C. Dinger ,Professor of Special puc_ation,-Slippery.Rock- State

College. President ---1973-1974.

Jean R. gebeler ProfessOr of'Special Educatidn, University of Mary-

land. President 1971-1972.
t ',

. ...

William E. Johnson Director qf'Pupil Services, North Kansas City,
. . Missouri School District. Preiident - -1980-1981..

Philip R. Jones Professor and Head'of Special Education Administration,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. President - 1975-1976.

.

\.. John W. Kidd Exe tiVe Direct r of CEC -MR. Formerly Assistant

Supe tendent, peci'al School District of St,. Louis '-
.... COunty;Missouri. President - 1966-1969.

.
. . . .

Samuel A. Kirk Formerly PrOfessor of Special Education';14niversity
. .

of Arizona. President - 1941-194343,, Wallin Award - ,1966.,

Romaine P. Mackie Formerly Chief, Unit on Exceptional Children, U.S.
Office of Education. -Wallin Award - 1978. ''

.
_

Raphael Simches Special Assistant for Special Education Programs,.U1S.
Department of Education. President 1974-1975.

(
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,.

.Tart4nia Smith Administrative Assistant, Department of Education,

.Trenton, New Jersey. President - 1978-1979r:

Assistant Director of.SpeHal Education, AlbuquerM
Public §6hools, Albuquerque,. New Mexico. President -

' 1981:1982. -

. .
.

Kenneth E.',Wyatt- Formerly ChirpersonDepartment of Special Education;
Georgia State University. .President 1979-1980.

cJo Thomason ,

. This publication contains the formal presentation and edited comments from the
informal reaction.'
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DAYS OF RECKONING -- pYS OF OPPORTUNITY

. .

Recently, we have been conducting a research effort at the Frank Porter

Graham Child Development Center to delineate the role behavior of parents

of handicapped children. To our surprise, we have identified 20 separate
rores played by parents in the family -- from bookkeeper to social host.to

teacher to nurse to recreation leader, etc. It brought to a level of con-

sciousness the wide variety of roles we all play in our personal acid proL

fessional lives. While we have come to a relatively reasonable consensus

with regard to our roles as-individual professionals, we still hakie a vague

portrait and perhaps have engaged in too limited a discussion of our roles

.as members of the profession. This paper will try to focus Sits content

around our prcifessidns', responsibilities.

WHERE VE HAVt.COME FROM

The past quarter of a century has been a fascinating one for those of us in-

terested in exceptional. children. In 1955, if we had been asked what would,

be our heart'-s desire we might have asked that we have sufficient funds for:

1.' Researbi to generate new ideas and concepts.

2. Personnel training to provide a cadre of wellained professionals' .and
,

eaers.ld

3. Demonstra)ion programs 'to i.4.4ustrate exemplary practices.
I

4. Technical assistance, inservice training, 4Rtrdissemination to aid those

professionals already in the field.
.,

5. A guarantee that no handicapped child would go without an appropriate

special educational program.

State budgets for exceptional ch ldren increased dramatically'during

this era. Over one 7 year period th state contributions grew'over 300%

(Gallagher, Forsythe, Ringelheirp,.& eintrapb, 1975)°. The federal cornucopia

o legislation during this period gave -us r'esources,to meet most of our fond-

\ e t desires folfthe handicapped .if not for the gifted (see Table 1). The

CounCil for Exceptional Children showed comparable growth-during this era,

increasing the number of Chapters from 141 to,967 and the slumber of Federations

L . frdW-2- to 55 between 1950 and 1980 (Lord, 1980.-

.1

..,.

t

'Well, in the 1980's we have what we most desired and dreamed about, and

. now find that paradise is less exotic than it appeared from a distance, and

that-Imany-4-our education colleagues who used to be supportive have turned

cold, if no downright hostile. We are such swell people! What happened?

Above a1,1.1-kat do we-do next? ...,

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

While it is always useful to hold up a mirror and see What is there, it is

especially appropriate now with the. major political chahges in the wind:
e



Table 1

Highlights of Federal Education Policy for Handicapped Children'- 1958-1975

Title

I

P.L. 85-.926 (1958)

P.L: 88-164 (1963)
(Title III)

P.L. 89-10 (1965)

.1 I

P.L. 89-313

L

o"s.

P.L. 90-170

P.L. 90-247

(1967)

(1968)

.e,

,P.L. 90-538 (1968)

1-
1 P.L. 91-230 (1969)

P.L. 92-424 (1972) .

P.L. 93-380 (1974)

P.L. 94-142 (1975)

,e

P.L. 94-142 Section 619

Purpose

Grants for teaching in the education of handicapped children, related to
education of the mentally retarded.

. .

Authorization of funds for research.and demonstration projects in educa-

tion of the handicapped.

Elementary and Secondary Education Act -'Title III authorized'assistance

to handicapped children in State operated and State supported private day

. and residential schools.

Amendments of P.L. 89-10 - grarts to State educational agencies for...the
education of'handicapped.childrn in State supported institutions.

Amendments to P.L. 88-164 -, funds for personnel training to care for the
mentally retarded and the inclusion of individuals with, neurologic conditions

related to mental retardation.

Amendments of P.L. 89-10 - provided Regional Resource Centers for the im-
provement of education of handicapped children.

Handicapped Children's Early Education Assistance Act - grants for the develop-

m4rit and implementation of experimental programs in early education for the

handicapped, from birth to age'6.

Amendments of P.L. 89-10 - Title VI consolidated, into one act the previous .

enactments relating to handicapped, children - Education of the Handicapped.

Economic Opportunity Amendments - required that not less than 10% of Head.

Start enrollment oppor unities be available for handicapped children.

Amended and expanded Education of the Handicapped Act in respOnse to right to

education mandates - required States to establish goal of providing full

ucational opportunty.for all handicapped children, age 0-21.

Education fer All Handicapped Children Act - required States to,provide'a

free appropriate education for all handicapped children between the ages of

3-18 within the State no later than September 1, 1978.

Amendment to-P.L. 94-142 to enhanCe the expansion of services to preschool

handicapped children (3-5) through provision of Preschool Incentive Grants.
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WhyAre We Loved Less?.

One of the interesting truths that we have not always recognized that public ,

attitude toward professionals and their profession varies depOding upon the

role.they-are playing. The traditional role for the clinician whose .business

to help other people has been viewed with respect and admiration. Whether

the pediatrician is reducing the fever of a young child, or the psychotherapist

is easing the anxieties of the mental patient,'or the surgeon is setting.one's

insides:,,in order again, they have. been honored for their devotion to duty and

helpfulnes's: The dedicated teacher and special educator who have performed
simllatcindividual'and tutorial types of services have been received in the

same appreciative fashion.

ItYocks us to find that public reception is less than positive when the

same professionals, tep. outside their .clirnical setting because they.realize

that many of the important factors influencing the child lie outside the child,

and outside4the\clinician-child, tutor-child relationship. -Particularly in

the case of mildly handicapped children, it is the environmental milieu of the

family, the neighborhood, and the school; as well as the, characteristics of

the individual child that will determine how the youngster will fare. Under

such circumstances, the clinician is no longer merely ddaling with the indivi-

dual child, but often finds himself proposing to change the behavior of large

numbers of people. Thus, he is now viewed as playing the rote of a social re-

former. \.

We now begin to see that "mainstreaming" brings With it the iri-itation

of those teachers who previously had joyoUsly or gratefully handed these'

"difficult -to- teach" children over to special education. We have graduated

from "nobel practitioners'' (i.e.,'thangs for taking that "terror"qifrour
backs) into genuine pains in the neck, asking the classroom teachers to inter-

act with those handicapped children they previously had been able to refer to

the special classroom: This fact, plus our relatively recentospecial education

affluence, can guarantee a lower level of personal and professional popularity.

Some special educators, sensing this change-in attitude, would be more

than willing to abandon the mildly handicapped to social reformers or politi-

cal theprists and retreat back to the role of individual Clinician dealing..

only with severely handicapped youngsters. TheywOuld then be ready, once

again, to receive the praise of'those who will .call them "dedicated" and

"devoted" for spending so much time helping these difficult-to-educate children.

For thoge of us who are unwilling to abandon our interest in the mildly

handicapped,,the emotionally disturbed, the learning disabled, or the mildly

'retarded child, these problems of profession.al adapta.tion remain: Our problem

4s that much'of what we wish to' affect does lie beyond the.individual child.

It,relafes to the family,\the neighborhood, the larger school environment, and

the community. One of my distinguished medical colleagues at the University,

of North Carolina recently gave a qpeech in which he said that advances in

medicine had probably gone about ag far as they could in improving health ser-

vices for childAn and families in this country. Major advances from our

cuiTent status will come through social changes that would eliminate poverty

-and its effects, because it is 'that social cancer that has a negative impact

on the health of children and their families, regardless of the gefleeal status

of American medicine.

5. 10



The analogy to special education is easy to ffake. It is the fate of
special educators, deeply concerned with these children, that they must risk
.fh-e disapproval and criticism of 1:lersons in the community when, they explain
that much of what is causing the edu,cational problems of these youngsters is
the environmental envelope in which they live. If we believe this, then not.
only must these youngsters change, but so must many of the people aroundthem,

ito sly nothng of our traditional view of the, community. Such a message is
unpopular, and we willno longer be, called "dedicated" for delivering it, al-
though we may be called a few other things. However, tf we are serious about
helping youngsters in trouble, it is an issue that must be faced.

Should We Be Accountable?

Franklin Roosevelt once applied the New Testament to my parents' generation
`'thusly:. "To. whom much is given, much is expected." It ilJ behooves us, as
special educators, to adopt the stance of belligerent defensiveness in the
face of questions regarding-our own effectiveness, or to retreat' into a super-
ior moral posture arguing that we should not be judged against the same stan-
dards as other educatohs because we,deal with "handicapped",children. The
Very.size of our budgets guarantees that we will be judged against some stan-
dard...Our future, I believe, depends on our facing the issue of accountability
squarely and tonstrktively and, through that approach, winning the respect, if
not the affectipn, of our professional colleagues and critics. Whatis our
proper role aemembes of a profession?

We must ask ourselves, some difficult questions. Do we have responsibili-.
ties as members of our profession to encourage or suppOrtprogram evaluation
if we obserVe incredibly disorganized secondaryeducation programs for ' excep -
tional children? Should we note the manifest overrepresentation of minority
group children in special education without asking why or how? Do we have
responsibility as a profession to initiate and suppoft folloWup studies to
find out what really,happened totur:children in adulthood, remembering that
that is what our special education programsare organized to be,preparing them
for?

When yoU hear coMments
4

such as, "I don't want to.be b6thered," "I'FCall
right, Jack,'.' ."I've got tenure and I'm not worried," it suggests a denial of
role respons,ibilities as a member of the profession. Any profession that de-'
livers services to the public must make a series of assumptions about-these
services-in order.to operate at all. The pediatrician mdst assume that the
medicines he prescribes will help and not hurt the patient. The psychiatrist
must assume that psychotherapy is'going to be beneficial to the mental health
Of the patient. Similarly, special educators have had to make a number of
assumptions, often without proof, as to the nature of their goals, educational
strategies, and projeCted impact. As in any profession, special educators are
occasionally called to account and asked to demonstrate that the assumptions
around which Neir professional services are based have a firm basis in fact:
Let us review som e of the assumptions that are made with regard to special,
education:
it
1. Specially trained personnel can de fiver services more effectively and

efficiently-to exceptional childre than personnel without special
training. Can we prove that?
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2. Special learning environments such.as resource rooms, special classes,

and special schools create a better learning environment for the excep-.

tional child than the undifferentiated standard educational program.

Can we'prove that?

3. Special equipment and technology can. provide additional ledrning effi/-

deny. and effectiveness for certain kinds of handicapped children. Can

We prove that?

4. Differential curriculum, designed to meet the specific needs ofexceptional

children, helps the student learn more effectively andfficient)y than

the standard curriculum. Can we prove that?

This is a small set of a;much larger collection of assumptions that form

the basis for the delivery of our professional services. We now are called

upon to demonstrate the validity of these assumptions becaiise it i5 these

assumptions that justify the extra costs that are incurred through special ;

edusation.-

We tend to be not well thought of, when we are thought of at all, by the

educational/ psychology fraternity. In their latest evaluation book, Cronbach

and his colleagues (1980) have one page out of 430 to give us, and they give

us this:

Consider education for the mentally and phySically handicapped,

an arena. haunted by the ghosts'of disappointed hope. Over much

of this century, parents_'-disappointment with the available ser-

vices most often was heard politically as a demand for'more of

the same services. Quite.a.few evaluations looked at,the educa-

tional lcesults_and were unable -to show that the slow paced and

-Sometimes vacuous "special" programs made for better learning

or better Mental health. (p,,163)

N We would hemp to have a true loss of nerve to.throw ourselves into the

evaluative arms of this group who neither understand nor respect the work we

have done. If it is evaluation we need, then we need,to develop the potential

to do it ourselves. We have the talent -- wefecruited it over those 15 years

(Salvia & Ysseldike, 1978).

Slen (1973) was one of the first to use the phrase 'formative eva,lua- --

tion" a it is a good one for special educators to adopt. Pe differentiated

formative evaluation -- which is the'syptematic collection of information for

the purposes of improving the program L- from summative evaluation wgich-

% collects information for the purpose of making a' "Go-No Go," "Support-Don't

Support" program decision. It is the formativdkapproach we seek.

One of the first tasks of any evaluation is setting reasonable goals and

objectives, and one of theadvantages of a requirpment for program evaluatiw

.is that it forces,us to think about such goads and objecti#ei. In this instance,

our goals represent long-term intent -- the effective adult adaptation of-the .

exceptional child, It is the fate of most of us to deal witWonly a cross-

.sectionalislice of the vertical development of an individual 'That is
1

our role responibility ai-professionals. As aiprofession, however, we have

., a resrOsibility to look at' more than lust our particular slice,'whether it

be the preschbol age, preadolescent'age, or the adolescent or adult level.

L.

7. 12
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What are our goals for a child who is deaf or blind -- not just at the age of
3, but at the ages of 8,-14, and 22? How do these goals link together in these
various stages? Why should we not be articulate as a profession about what our
developmental goals are in each of the various areas of egceptionaljty? If we
can state our-overall intent and reasonable expectations, then we are-in a -.

better position to statmeasurable objectives at each level that can tell us.,
how much we expect to achieve, by when, and by whom.

i It is likely ,that more programs have been damaged by unrealistic expec-
tations than any other single reason. Recently, we had a distinguished visitor

, at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Ed Zigler, who gave the\
annual Ira Gordon Memorial Lecture. Amang,other things, he detailed the spec-
tacular ups-and=downs of the Head Start program. Once it Was established, the
Head Start progratn probably produced pretty much the'same gains in children 0
years ago as it does now. The wildly vacillating attitudes toward Head Start
were really based upon a fluctuating set of expectations rather than the actual
performance or child outcomes. At one point, it wakexpected that Head Start
would be the key to unlocking the secrets to poveyty'and its influence on the
next generation. At another time, it was felt_to be a demonstration .of the-
total failure of education or the social sciences to provide any meaningful
help. It is neither of these, of course, but somewhat in between.. If we are
,to avoid such vacillating expectations, we must play a significant role in for-
mulating both our goals and expectations on a reasonable level and not leave
that formulation, by default, to political friends and foes who have their own
agenda (Zigler & Trickett, 1978).

Nowhere is,this need to establish expectations more important than with
the issue of our effectiveness in intervening with mildly retarded children.
If we expect our programs tO have total influence over the full range of poten-
tial intellectual performance of human beings, then the changes we are actually
able to make are going to look quite small, Depending upon our measures', IQ
scores ,can range'from almost 0 to well over 200. Does this mean that an.inter-
ventiron program has the potential or expectations that, given the right set of
circumstances, it can move the youngster from anywhere in that distribution to
anywhere else?

The novel Flowers for Algernon (KeYes, 1966), which was turned into the
movie Charly, documentsjhe transformation of a mentally ret2-nd individual Ak -
into an extremely giftgb individual and bak again through the use of a miracle sly
drug. We recognize, this story for the science fiction that it is, because we
know we 'cannot,,. with our current knowledge and skills,' do such a thing. What
we can do, howeier, is to help retarded youngsters modify their developmental
patterns to a leve. l'ofaan average of one-half standard deviation, or about 8
to 10, IQ points. ,

. 'I/ °
,,

....

If we believe the behavioral gdpetfcists (Plomin,,DeFries, & Malearn,
1980), then one can expect a range of abodt one standard deviation as the
phenotypic contribution to the total of intellectual behavior. Average gains
of 7or 8 IQ,points represent Omit 50 to 60% of what is possible and, thus
represent a substantial accomplishment. Also, moving a group of youngsters
from LQ 70 to.IQ 80,,while not as.dramatic'as the miracle drugs, certainly
represents meaningful,social and6educational gain. The work ofothe Lazar .

consortium (Lazar.et al., 1977) in reviewing the loq-term effects of pre-
school intervention, and the .study.of Weikart and his colleagues (Weber,

.foster, & Weikart, 19/8) documenting,cost effectiveness Of preschool

.....
8.
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intervention, both *suggest that such intervention does-pay off.in very tangi-

ble ways. As a matter of fact, the Lazar consortium placed great weight on
th-e ability of such programs to keep youngsters out of. special education as

one of the demonstrable cost effective outputs..

Our evaluation efforts must extend, in much greater breadth and depth, ip

beyond a simple-minded IQ gain approach. Herbert Birch (Birch 8cGussow, 1970)

oncemarveled why social. scientists, in a burst of bad judgment, risked their

reputation on thbir ability to modify 4e one human characteristic ,that has

proven itself most resistant to 'change and modification -- namely, cognitive

and intellectual development. In turn, they tended to ignore those dimensions

of human behavior that we know are more plastic and mot-% responsive to'various .

types of intervention. Among those behaviors, of course, are what we call

social adaptation and motivation. These characteristics play an important role

in an adult's adjustment to society more so than the cognitive. behavior that

we have focused upon. -

Sometimes we suipect our preoCcupap ns with cognitive behaviors are deter-

mined by the,availability of measudng-instruments in this area (the IQ and

achievement tests). Further breadth of evaluation must lie on our examining

the impact of our programs on the Family aneon,organizations, such as the

schools, as well. If we can believe the resporise of family members, the pro-

grams and services we provide can make the difference between family disinte-

gration and family integration (Turnbull & Turnbull, 1978). Such a,difference

is a measurable benefit that has to be put on the scales of total program

benefits.and gains. Further, we need to measure our similar impact on schools

and organizations.

I recently pointed out to some colleagues in general education that those

interested in exceptional children have provided many demonstrable contribu-

tions to the total field. A few.of these include the development of measures

of intelligence, the'emphasis on creative thinking and problem solving for

the gifted, and 'greater comprehension of behavior problems and personality

difficulties.' The IEP, or individu'alized education program, is a beginning

attempt to state more explicit individual developmental program objectives'

(Gallagher, 1972). The participation of parents instating those objectives,
however imperfectly carried out, is still a legitimate goal for the schools

for all children in this latter half of the twentieth century. We need to

pursue program evaluation bo h the full range of developmental chapteris-

tics of the child, and in th etent of our programMatic impact on secondary

institutions, such as the fam d the schools.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?* HOW CAN.CEC HELP?

How should The Council for Exceptipnal Children respond to these issues? Our

professions are playing for high stakes. .Because of ;its multidisciplinary

stance, this professional organization -- more'than any other -7 must continue

to provide the leadership for responsible profesgionalism. Such leadership

can be illustrated by:

1. Supporting training workshops to extend the sophistication of program'

,evaluation concepts among the special education professions.

9.
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2. Endorsing a major research and development effort that would gather
,important program information across exceptionalities and improved evalua-
tion methodology to help answer our questions and test our assumptions.

3. Paying special attention to the issues of evaluation through invitedspeak-
ers or distinguished guests at forthcoming convention programs and
institutes.

4. Designing special publicationS that would provide thematic coverage of
our assessment and program evaluation effprts.

The Council must continue to be our eyes'and ears and, occasionally, our
ivoice n policy circles in Washington. CEC must train others to play these

roles in state capital's. Ill winds are blowing and we cannot afford lesions

in our professional communications. Two of the most distressing of these
negative trends abroad today deserve special notice.

Block Grants and All That

We in special education have been fortunate to have the opportunity to pursue
innovative ways of providing services through our various legislative authori-
ties. In rehabilitation and special education the new tendency toward block
grants would threaten such adventures and CEC needs to be forthright in fight-

ing these tendencies. The block grant approach Has two dangers. First, it
risks having special education funds erode into a larger undifferentiated
basket of funds for "children in trouble." Another danger is that it would

eliminate, in large measure, those innovative research, development, demon-
stliatiom, evaluation, anal dissemination, efforts that hare played a role in

:increasing the quality of services in.favor of the always heavy demands for
support of dit'ect service at the local and state level. Early childhood

efforts may' largely disappear.

The truth of the matter seems to be that if we wish innovation and im-
provement, we need to mandate.it. This could be done by simply setting asige
10 to 15% of the funds that go to the handicapped for various programs of re-
search innovation, development, and evaluation", the exact shape and form of
which would be decided at the local or state level (Gallagher, 1979).

The Role of Universities

There appear to be some genuine negative feelings.aboUt universities and uni-

. .versity professors that are being played out in current educational politics.
These professors haVe been flying high, literally and figuratively, for some
time, and it is a great temptation to give them a just comeuppance. However,

the role of the major universities in providing a continuous flow of well-
trained teachers, specialists, and ideas can hardly be overestimated; Any

service program that cuts, its links with the university,is in danger of cutting
its links to the newest in thought and research. CEC itself has depended in

no small measure upon the universities for leadership and creative ideas.

Fields that have been separated from the intellectual resources of the
untrversity, as in the early days of,deaf educatip or the education of the

visually handicapped, or, right now, in programs for t gifted, generally

fall into a pattern of rather sterile and routine passage of tonventional
wisdom from one generation of teachers td the next with li le innovation or

10.



,change. Exceptional children need and deserve better than that. By putting

aside the universities, the profession of special education is risking its Own

future. r
WHAT WILL EVALUATION DO FOR US? TO US?'

The Fr.ank Porter Graham Child Development Center, of which- I am the director,

recently spent nearly 4 m,Qnths preparing for fin evaluation of one of its own

research programs. This evaluation and review included a 2 day site visit.by

a group of distinguished-scientists. The anxiety and concern that accompany

such evaluations can never be underestimated. Anyone who has been though sim-

ilar experiences can understand the tension that mounts as the key visit

approaches.
, 4

As our various subgroups in the Center prepared themselves for the site

visit, I was fond.of quoting an old statement that "any experience that.,doesn't

.actually kill you will make you stronger." After a while, these subgroups

were asking me if I didn't have something more important to do, and t$:)uld.I

please go away and stop repeating that cliche! However, like most cliches

there is a strong,core 4f truth to this statement. We are now .a stronger,

more effective,st6ff and center as a result of this painful evaluatipn.

We can say the*same thing about the prospective evaluations of our pro-

fession.. It will not be easy, technically.or,emotionally, to put ourselves
through this wringer of formative evaluation but in the long run we should be

a stronger and more effective profession for it.

I am suggesting that all of the components and divisions of The Council

for Exceptional Childrerfband together, perhaps even.starting,a steering
committee to plan.an organization-wide campaign, to see ,tolit that special

education leads the way in responsible and comprehensive,!self-evaluation and

self-improvement.' Just as spectral educators have given important leadership

to, the broad field of education in 'the past, this could be one of their, major

contributions to education in the 1980's.

n,
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STATESMEN'S RESPONSES AND REACTIONS

Ph il Jones: We are facing new challenges. The key p hase we have been in
stride the passage of P.L. 94-142 has.been definitely a numbers game or a

quaititatite phase. We've been worried about how many dollars we are recgiv-
ing,.how many children.are being served; we've measured everything on quantity.

And we've not,asked the questions that Jim is asking: "What's coming from the

dollars? Are we serving students better?" We are now at that point, with or
without budget cuts, when we are going to be asked the qualititive questions.
In Washington, ,the minute yOu go over a billion dollar appropriation, quali-
tative questions are asked. What have those dollars accomplished? It's pot

going to be enough to say, "We're serving 4.2 million kids." We must account
for how we are serving them, what are we doing for them, and hopefully not to
them

Jean Hebeler:, I'dlike to follow up on Phil's comments in the same vein. In

evaluation strategy, we slide over into tie impact, problem which is what I 'see

as the area we need to focus on as professionalt.V think CEC car playa major
role in helping the various segments of our profesSion work on this. I find

that freqdently we look at the administrative arrangement under'which some-
thing is occurring without evaluating, for instance, whether a resource room
or special class or special school is in and of itself most.effective: I

would suspect that many in the audience, as well as many on the dais here,
ate finding it disparaging that we have noti<ept up with our objectives in
developing the competencies among ourselves to actually do those things. I

think special educators are probably better'at doing the special things that
we purport to'do than we are at doing the regular things that we also need, to

be doing in order to deliver good, basic educational programs for exceptional

children. I'm talking about the accountability Jim was referring to--breaking
out v)ntent in terms of sequential development and then applying that to good

instructiona*programs. We need to focus more on-where we put the students,
whatOcind of special perion works with them, and how frequently, rather than

merely tracking tharprogram. I think that is a very important aspect of
evaluation and,.obviously, program development is part of,that.

Jack Birch: I want to take off on the notion of .why we are loved lest. I

think that is a 'well turned phrase. I think it is'because we have beell
willtng.to take money and to take plaudits from almost anybody, from almost.

any source. Yet at the same time we were unwilling to share our skills and
our capabilities withothers. And we've been unwilling, as Jim points out
to enter serious evaluations'.of ourselves and what we are doing. We have
been at the helm politically when it serves our purposes. But we've not

been willing to try to understand real politics, to learn to work with
'others, to serve other people's interests in politics and regular education..
These things seem to me to be true, but I hope we.aren't going to stop at

self-flagellation. I think that Jim means that too. We have to see where

we are before we know which way- to go. My hope is that we are going to pay
'much more 'attention than we have in the past to state and local levels of

operation. I don't deny the importance at all and I, second the motion to

continue work at the federal level. However, I think it is very important
that we realize that most special education is led and paid for at the state

and local level. We need to turn some of our own thinking in that direction.

13. '
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For instance, here we are at a great national meeting. It's in the state of
New York, which has a tremendous operatinT.,school system. It's larger than
that of most nations. When we leave this meeting, how much have we learned
about the state of New York's operation? What do we know that we can take away
and use? There's a lot here to be learned. Sure they have problems. Are we
willing to look at them? Understand them? Focus-in-on,where the action is?
We have paid a great deal of attention to work at the national level. I'm not
disparaging that at all. I'm saying that.realiStically, however, 90% at.least .

of the costs of education in the United States are put at the state and local
level. Whe're the money.ts;"that is where the power is.- we been willing
to involve ourselves, really,' in work at the state level nd at the local oper-
ational levels? I'd _like to see more of that.

Jack
.

Dinger: Jim Gallagher has given us a very valid, brief history of special
education in terms of how -we have acquired the problems we currently face. In

spite of our efforts to help handOcapped children,'we've done it in a "cocoon"
kind of way, largely by default. The regular educators have given us their
Special children and told us to take them away6-and we've gone, away with them.
We've.built our own little,empire. Lucky for us, it's been through the gift
of some very substantial funding by BEH. Not only have we had that, it's
increased envy and jealousy from among our regular colleagues, further isolating
us from them. As a result, we sat in conventions just like this, yeat after
year, talking to ourselves. We never have regular educators with us, we never
go to meetings as a profession. We increase the communications gap year by
year. Now suddenly; somebody suggests we ought toebe inteMainstreaming with
a forced marriage, between regular education and special education. Its just
not about to happen. Jim's point is very well taken. Four basic ingredients
are Prerequisite to successful special education: special personnel, special
curriculum, special technology,.and especial methodologies. And yet none of
them has been proven. We Practice it daily, not knowing. We have no proof
that a particular intervention has worked.well, so it's about time we either
accept this challenge of accountability or get out of the business of claiming
that we have something spec4l. CEC can help in a number of ways. That should
be one of our major next,goals of the organization: to establish a direction
of where we are going, what our objectives are for this, new marriage with regu-
lar education. We've got to develop a cooperative effort with them so we can
be of service to all children, not just, the handicapped. .WP haven't
been interested in doing that over the past 25 years, and it isguing to take
some real soul searching and some role identity changes and ego evolvement
changes to work".with regular educators. So, I think that's our next step, to
start having some joint physical presence, some communication, let our profes-
sional organization here lead the way for us and give us some guiding lights

.

and direction.

Romaine Mackie: I've been in sPecial ucation for quite a while, and as I
look back I see the things that helped'Us enlarge the field and enlarge our
influence. It seems we have lost one of the mostimportant factors, and that .

is the close working relationships with parents. We will not be able to
advance in any way unless we again g t close to the parents. We have simply'
isolated ourselves too much.

Ken Wyatt: I'd like t9. go back to Jim's comments in terms of why we are loved
less. I'm not basically a pessimistic, person, but I would have to say that I
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am not sure we were ever loved at all. I think that perhaps we were appreci-

ated in the same way we appreciate garbage men who come and take away our trash.

\And we were tolerated because we presented no( significant threat to the estab-

)1ishme t that existed at that point. I'm not\sure we're seeing a shift in

attitud at all, either positive or negative, at the, present time. Now perhaps

there is ore willingness bebuse of the power status we have achieved to

express some age-old prejudices tWat have been there all along. I'm convinced

that as a result of the legislation and the fupdS we have been given, we are

doing a better job in special education. But I'm not sure that even with good,

positive evaluation we are necessarily going to change basiC attitude's, pri-

marily because we still continue to present a threat to the educational setting.

We have problems-in terms of acceptance even within our own profession. When

you look at the special education professional population in the United States

and recognize that fewer than 1 .in 4 belong to CEC or to any professional

organization, that's-a source of concern, because it is through professional

organizations that we have strength. The evaluating trend you speak of is

necessary,not to change attitudes, but for our own professional well being in

our own community. .

Frances Connor: To. my mind program standards is, probably one of the more cri-

tical factors the professiOn faces. I've been concerned abOut excess teachers

-moving into th roles of special educators and about supervisors moving froM

oth6r fields in o special ed. Programs are developing to i'ncorpora'te our

disabled,youngsters,into more general education programs. When teachers ask

questions about some of the severely handicapped low incidence'yoUngsters and

the supervisors say, "But, dear, you know much more about-4-t than I do," it's

) a sad state of affairs. Recently at Teachers' College, we have been asked if

we would establish a prtgram to prepare, may I say, excess College and univer-

sity professors to replace those instructors (nontenured faculty, adjunct ,-

professors in special ed) upon whom we have depended for so long for expertise

and sound practice. The question is, can we prepare people from history,

anthropology, other areas where enrollments haVe diminished, to replace spec-

ial education specialists? In other words, colleges and universities are in

terrible trouble financially! They are 'in terrible trouble,with the general

population of students. 'They, therefore, need places to put studefts,. Now,

if indeed, we are going to criticize the 'universities on what's happening,

somehow or other we've got td go back and revitalize those professional stan-

dards, procedures, and efforts that we had through the 1950's. We had better'

look to see what is needed in special ed and what is needed-by teachers,

supervisors, administrators; and college professors, We need to reconsider

what we are offering in colleges and universities that might be different,

from a continuing inservice eVcation where there is less accountability.

My second question relates to the plight of the public schools. We have

recent reports from James Coleman and frpm Andrew Greeley indicating that

higher achievement occurs in the private and parochial schools than in the

public schoolS, especially in the urbanoareas. Itseems,to methat this is

where we are skimming off the top from the pUblic.schools. Competency exam-

inations are the criteria for graduation froni high school. On the basis of

those competency tests, we not only deny diplomas to the youngsters in the

aining population of the public schools, but we also de-accredit the high

Scftool, A parent says, "I don't want my youngster in a nonaccredited high

school if I expect him to move ahead. Therefore, I'm motivated tO go into

the private sector and I use every bit of funds that,I have in order to dt

15.
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that." The other question that I see being generated is that teachers in
public education ee saying, "Thank goodness for tuition tax benefits. That
means,these difficult children can be placed in a private school." But the
next thing you must say is, "Wait a minute, are.there any public schools left
in which I am going to be able to work?"

John Kidd: I think Crt might now advocate for equi table, rather than equal,
educational opportunity for all children and youth, not just for special
education children and youth. This is very important because equitable
opportunity for different kinds of learners inevitably involves varying costs.
At the same time educational opportunity for exceptional children must not
be at the expense oflany other children. This society not only can't afford
to, but can't afford not to, provide optimal eduCational experiences for all
of its children and youth. Like Harold Howe once said, "Let.us set about
providing the American chance for evry,American kid."

Sam Kirk:. Formative evaluat ion is good. It's internal and set up for the
purpose of evaluating one's programs.in order to improve. However, we also
need external evaluation of our programs because within the field, we are
very diVided. We have many ideas. We have contradictory ideas. We have

0 special interests. I'd like to\see CEC set up an external evaluation of
programs from a policy point of view, a philosophical point of view, and an
objective point of view. Weneed some great brains.to think up some ideas
for us, unify us, arid bring out the real issues that we have to deal with.

Parthenia Smith: The lrld is having a major impact on what is happening in
our educational communities today. I think that is the one thing that I would
like to say in response to Jim's paper. We really have to look at the rapid
changes occurring.' We say we are planning and-we want to do__some evaluation,

but what' happens with those evaluation results? Next year they are no longer '
valid because the world has changed. We have to acknowledge that and plan

accordingly. I think we have to not only look at what's chahging in education,
but in the economical, social, and political aspects. All of that impacts on

what students learn. That is why it is so important to build accountability
into our future planning. If we lose the monitoring aspect of education, we're
not going to be accountable for what we say we're all about.

Ray Simches: I think part of our problem is that we are in a situation where'

we are dealing with incompatibles. The nature of how incompatible things are

relates to aspirations, expectancies, and achievements. We further' we dis-
tance ourselves from children, the more we lose reality of the incompatible
hives that handicapped children and their parents are confronted with. By'

income I'mean we have drives that are forcing us in two opposite direc-

tion When we talk about labels, there are drives to push for labels, as well

as f rtes that oppose the use of label's. There are influences that push for

specl 1 classes, and those-that push against them. Th re are forces that push
for resource rooms and those that push against them. o we are rarely in a '

compatible'system. We deal with handicapped chtldren and, somehow or other,
there's a desire to make them compatible with the society in which they live.

Yet we 'are dealirig.with a society that play Joe incompatible .with these very I:

children. We are constantly whipsaNd;between that which we romanticize, that
.which we philosophize, that which we hope for, and that which is reality.t

O
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Another thing, we are also, at. the present tine,, dealing with public schools.

If the public schools are the mirror of our society, What are we going.to do?

.
Are we going to smash the mirrors?: Ors are we; going to change what we are

looking at? I think we,are unnppy because the public Schools are the mirrors

of our society and we are having difficulty with that, I sincerelj, hope that

we don't deWoy our schools because we are not pleased with our society. That

has played alrole in special ed and where we ar .. weget upset about what .

is happening today, let us remember that what we may be responding tcisis the

image, that thing reflected in the mirror of our schools. ,'Perhaps we're getting

angry about the wrong things, and maybe we're not angry enough about those

things that are reflected in the mirror.

Samuel Ashcroft: Why are we loved less? Why block grants? Why recissions? I

think it's an attitudinal Oroblem. We did ask'for lots 'cif things back in the

50's, 60's, and 70's. Many of the-things we got were our heart's desires like

research to generate new ideas, personnq training opportunities, demonstration

programs, and assistance. But one of the Most neglected errors in

research and in our training programs is changing attitudes for handicapped

persons. It seems to me that if we could have done a better job in thi's regard

over the past 25 years we might be in 'a different place today. What concerns.

me,,more isrthat the proposed recissions, cuts, and, block grants constitute an

attitude of the current adAinistration. It views these special. education pro,

gramseas dispensable, as surplus populations and not deserving of appropriate

education. It seems to me that CEC should focus on changing attitudes, toward

handicapped persons, and toward the"programs provided, in order,to preserve

the funding base that has been built over the years.

Jo Thomason: Thaok you -very much. Before ..we close I'want td give Dr. Gallagher

aa opportunity for rebuttal.

James Gallagher: One of the first things I teach my students i th'at evalua-

tion is both a technical and a political tool. it requires a great'deal of

technical expertise, but I also try to impress upon them that the first thing

to ask)about a program evaluation is, "Who wants it? Who is the persdn asking'

for the evaluation?" Second, ",What are they planning to do with the results?

And third, "Can you count upon d fair hearing and a competent technical job to.

obe done as a ties t of this?" 'What I am really arguing_for is that we have to

'develop the techni al skills and expertise so that we don't stab ourselves.

The troth of the m tter is that-evaluation is a sharp knife, and as we start

waving it around, e have to determine.Which way the point is directed. 14e

are indeed doing good things in special education_. However, if we just do a 4

mediocre job of evaluation, we run the risk of downgrading ourselves. We run

the risk of not presenting an accurate portrait of the benefits we have createdt

and we will end.up then with somebody else using that evaluation to'our detriment.

Jean Hebeler talked about at is important to do in an evaluation process.

Forget abbut where the instruction is.taking place; paY'attention to what is

going onanaryze and describe it. We'cie got special treatment. What is the

rTature of the treatment? If a doctor came to you and said, "I've got a miracle

drug that is golpg to cure all the problems that you have,".you are jus'ti'fi,

in asking him, "What's in that pill? I'd like to know." Likewi0, if somebody

comes to you and says, "I've got a"special eddtation program that'S really-gbing

'to do something special for your students," I think, people have a right to ask,'
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"What's ihside that pill? What is that special thing that you are going
to do? Can you demonstrate what you are doing'?" So the nature of the
treatment, the task analYsisof.what is'aqually going on in that interac-
tion between the teacher apd'the'child,ts the thing that needs to be looked
at. 'Jack Birch talked about where the action is taking-place -- the action
is'taking place at the local le01 and at the state level, as he says. The

'proplem with that is that we At one time tried to go into the state budget
of the State of North Caroliha3 determinedo find,everything that dealt
with ways of improving the programs. not just-carrying out programs, but
improving them -- research, program development, dissemination. As near as
we could telj; inthe education'budget,'abobt,1,41 to.1/3jof one percent
could be identified that way. ,If, somebody came dbwn from Mars and were
asked, "Are you happy with this optratioft? Art yOu really satisfied with
the way it's going?" the Martian wauld'hayto say, "Yes. My goodness,
they are spending 99.5% in keeping things going just the way they are, add
they are putting 1/2 of one percent into.trying to find ways to improve it."
Now the role. the federal government has Rlayed, and the most constructive
role, in my view, has been in providing the resources to improve quality
and stimulate program innovation and review.: PITT hopeful if the money
does .go back to .the states, we can work with the states to help emulate
much moreof this, kind of activity. 0What d was trying,to present it an
`upbeat message of saying, the future is' pot dead. We need not despair at
the political level. We need not despair.at the profess%nal level.. What
we do need, however, is coord' ted professional effort that will organizes ,

ourserves to.deal more effe ively with th,esetfssues that relate to our
role'as a total profession We already understand how to deal with our
role as individual professional workers:

9

Jo Thomason:' Thank you_

410.. .4,
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